SIGN SUGGESTIONS
Capitalism makes, socialism takes.

Only you can prevent socialism

Let Freedom Ring

Capitalism makes, socialism takes

“We believe in the American Dream,
not the socialist nightmare”
- President Trump

Socialism guarantees poverty
Freedom promotes greatness!

“America will never be a socialist country”
-President Trump
Green New Deal = Socialism at Work
The Green New Deal Is Immoral
The Green New Deal Is Just Socialism
in a New Wrapper
We couldn’t afford the Green New Deal even
if we wanted it!
Green New Deal will cost $284k
for every man, woman, and child in USA

Socialism = Oppression
Capitalism = Freedom
“Socialism means slavery.” - Lord Acton
Why are socialist leaders always
millionaires with mansions?
I  A Voluntary Exchange Economy!
Socialism: When rich politicians
force you to become poor
Mussolini, Mao, Khmer Rouge all came to
power promising everything to everyone

America will never be a socialist country

A government that gives everything
can takeaway everything too

Capitalism works every time
Socialism never works but next time

Prior to 1913, Americans kept 100%
of their paychecks

Under Socialism MINE is a 4 letter word

It is not a right if someone else
has to pay for it

Take pictures! Be sure to take pictures of your rally and people holding signs. Email the pictures to us at
photos@teapartypatriots.org or text them to (404) 996-1717, and also be sure to post your pictures on your
Facebook page and any other online forums that you use.

SIGN SUGGESTIONS
“Socialism only works in two places:
Heaven where they don't need it
and hell where they already have it.”
- Ronald Reagan
Smartphones brought to you by free
markets!
My choice, not yours
Socialism distorts the truth
“Socialism in general has a record of failure
so blatant that only an intellectual could
ignore or evade it.” - Thomas Sowell
Socialism Stinks!
People rule, government listens
Socialism dictates
Your choice: socialism or liberty
Free Markets = Freedom
“Socialism is a philosophy of failure,
the creed of ignorance, and the gospel
of envy, its inherent virtue is the equal
sharing of misery.”
- Winston Churchill

It's my life, i decide
“The problem with socialism is that you
eventually run out of other people,s money.”
- Margaret Thatcher
Why work to get rich - if it is taken away?
Socialism = Oppression
Capitalism = Freedom
“A socialist is someone who has read Lenin
and Marx. An anti-socialist is someone who
understands Lenin and Marx.”
- Ronald Reagan
There is no private property under socialism.
Say goodbye to your house or car orphone!
Free markets mean choice
and opportunity for all!
Competition: the basis of capitalism
Mussolini, Mao, Khmer Rouge all came to
power promising everything to everyone
Socialism brings mass poverty,
oppression, and tyranny!
Socialism is Evil!

Take pictures! Be sure to take pictures of your rally and people holding signs. Email the pictures to us at
photos@teapartypatriots.org or text them to (404) 996-1717, and also be sure to post your pictures on your
Facebook page and any other online forums that you use.

